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When it debuted at the Chicago Motor Show, few could have foreseen what a huge impact the
little Mazda MX-5 Miata was going to have. Through more than three decades, there have been
sports cars that are lighter, more agile, and certainly more powerful. But in terms of driving
delight, the Miata has always punched above its weight. In part, some of that credit isn't so
much about a tried-and-tested recipe of light weight and rear-wheel-drive, but because of the
Miata's sheer ubiquity: Mazda has sold more than a million MX-5s. You can find them
everywhere, from Florida to Alaska , with battered Craigslist specials available in every state
and province. The financial barrier to owning a Miata is a low gate, easily hopped, and there's a
lot of fun to be had on the other side. For some, Miata ownership is a stepping stone, a sort of
sports-car training wheels on the way to picking up a used Corvette. For others, the joy of Miata
ownership never fades. Here's a breakdown of plus years of Mazda's roadster. View Photos.
Later MX-5s became progressively more athletic, but the first-generation car is a bit like a
puppy. It might not be as well-coordinated and grown-up as the rest of the bunch, but it's
absolutely the most fun to fling around on a backroad. This is the car that brought back the
essence of the lightweight British sports car, with some much-needed reliability baked in. From
the outset, it was an unqualified sales smash, with some , of them sold between as a model year
and That makes the NA the most popular of all four generations of MX-5, and the one that
remains the cheapest on the used market. But not forever. It's not like it's a secret that Miatas
are great fun on the cheap, which means that they're often snapped up as a second car and
flogged to death. Finding a clean first-generation Miata, especially an unmodified example, can
take a bit of hunting. Having said that, part of the joy and delight about a Miata is that you don't
have to be precious about it. Drive it in all weather, modify it, take it autocrossing and lapping,
and put your dog in the passenger seat. It's just as much fun as it looks. Early Miatas came with
a zingy 1. Both variants of NA Miata are pretty slow, despite the car's low weight around lbs.
Note that putting a lightweight flywheel in the later 1. Also starting in , the Miata M Edition had a
host of cosmetic add-ons like a wooden shift knob and parking brake handle. Over the years,
there were many special edition Miatas, and they command a price bump over more basic
models. Check to make sure it has either a viscous 1. You can't get a full stock of new parts for
your Miata, but thanks to Mazda's Japan-only for now NA restoration program , a host of Miata
parts have gone back into production. If you're refreshing a tired car, most of the stuff you need
can be picked up at your local Mazda dealership. Being one of the most popular enthusiast
machines of all time means that there's a huge wealth of knowledge to draw on. Want a
turbocharged track missile? Miata does that. V-8 powered neo-Cobra? Offroad convertible? The
modification possibilities here are endless. More powerful and not substantially heavier, the
second generation Miata is the enthusiast's choice. It's not as lovable as the NA, with its googly
eyed pop-up headlights, but the NB is just that little bit sharper to drive, and still common
enough to be very inexpensive. If anything, collector demand for clean NAs means that an NBs
are often a cheaper option. Mazda kept the Miata recipe largely the same for the NB, but
increased power for the 1. Later, first with special edition models and then a subsequent facelift,
a six-speed-manual became available. The NB is wonderful to drive, still just as easy to modify
for added power and handling and, with niceties like ABS in some models, just that little bit
more modern. And let's talk about the best of them, the Mazdaspeed Miata. Not particularly
powerful at hp, the first and only U. Everything from inch Racing Hart wheels to a standard
six-speed manual make the Mazdaspeed very desirable. This makes them relatively scarce, and
values are high. It's probably the most collectible Miata aside from a very low mileage NA.
Mazda paint quality and steel longevity were not at their peak in the Nineties and the early s.
Year-round driving on salty roads without proper care can turn an NB into a colander. The
former was chosen by the Japanese team, and is a well-optioned version in a sort of beige. The
latter is a fire-red Mazdaspeed variant chosen by the US team. The C is for Coupe, and just were
made in various trims. It's a few years away from being importable into the U. It's quicker than
the Mazdaspeed, and features tuning by Prodrive. The third-generation MX-5 is the Porsche of
Miatas. Bigger and heavier, it's everyone's least-favorite Miata, but guess what? Everyone is
wrong. In actual fact, the NC is wonderful to drive, just overlooked. Just like the Except without
the potential for catastrophic bearing failure. Early models rode a little too high, and the
smiley-faced styling wasn't to everyone's taste, but lower an NC over a set of sticky tires and
Enkei RPF-1s, and it's a winner. Further, while the power-retractable hardtop available in later
models is sometimes seen by enthusiast owners as an unnecessary weight to carry around, it is
a work of engineering genius. It also adds to the all-weather capability of the car and gives you
a little additional security against break-ins. Even better, the NC is new enough to be free from
the neglect you can find on its ancestorsâ€”remember, most NAs are nearly thirty years old by
now. And, with hp and some much-needed torque from a new 2. It's also less claustrophobic
than the later ND. Initially listed at hp, changes in horsepower measurement meant a drop to hp

for later models. Really, the 2. While earlier Miatas used a four-speed auto, the NC got a
six-speed that Mazda continues to use in the fourth-generation car. An automatic Miata might
not be a purist's choice, but it shifts nicely. It's not as roly-poly playful as the original Miata, and
in later models is actually quite a serious little sportscar. Which is not to say it isn't incredibly
good fun. Apart from the electric power steering being less talkative than in previous Miatas, the
ND is lean, athletic, and poised. The suspension is slightly soft, which can teach a novice driver
a great deal about weight transfer, and is very approachable. Add a few minor suspension
tweaks, and it's a wee scalpel of a thing. With a dedicated approach to lightweighting that
included hollowed-out sun visors, the first version of the ND provided an increase in
performance over the NC despite being initially less powerful, at hp. For the model year, the
MX-5 got a power bump to hp, and a higher redline. But picking either motor is fine with a
chassis that's such a sparkling delight. And tipping the scales at lbs in its most recent soft-top
form, the ND MX-5 was good enough to warrant inclusion at a super-shootout against the likes
of the McLaren F1 and the Shelby Cobra. Or possibly great. The fact that they're an afterthought
tells you all you need to know about this car's intent. With the hp engine, the weight of the
folding mechanism only represents about a 5-hp penalty. As with the NC's power hardtop, the
added curbside security might fit your needs better, though installing a roll bar in an RF makes
the car effectively a coupe. Wind buffeting with the top down is also worse than with the soft
top. Capable of being folded in just seconds at a light, the ND's folding canvas roof will have
you dropping the top any time the rain lets up for a few seconds. The current 2. Each generation
of Miata has its must-have collectible models, with the NC variants being the least collectible for
the foreseeable future. For the NA, an unmodified Special Edition or M Edition roadster is a
great way to have an affordable classic car that won't let you down mechanically. The obvious
choice in the NB is the Mazdaspeed version, with the lightweight Club Sport being something of
a holy grail. NC and ND MX-5s aren't so much collectible as they are usable, with the exception
of the limited anniversary editions. High-specification cars will hold value the best, however,
and watch for Mazda to release any further special-color ND models as time goes on. Join Now.
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epitome of the expression, "It's more fun to drive a slow car fast than a fast car slow. The MX-5's
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arkling combination of nimble fun and thriftiness has made it a favorite at our test track -- and
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